ANDHRA PRADESH STATE ELECTRICITY BOARD
Personnel Services
Vidyut Soudha : Hyderabad - 49

dated 15.5.1976

Letter No. M(PS)/DM.I/700-C2/76

From:
The Manager
(Personnel Services)
"Vidyut Soudha"
Hyderabad 500049

To:
The Hon. Secretary
The Institution of Engineers (India)
A.P. Centre
Hyderabad

Sir,

Sub: Recognition of passing of Sections A & B of A.M.I.E. as equivalent to B.E. Degree - Provision of Incentives to employees - Regarding

Ref: Your Lr.No. GC/2646 dated 26.4.1976 addressed to the Chief Engineers and Chairman

With reference to your letters cited I am to inform that Supervisors who acquire A.M.I.E. qualifications are being sanctioned two increments as an incentive from the date of acquiring the said qualification. Such persons also given certain service weightages for the service rendered prior to the acquisition of the A.M.I.E. qualification.

Yours faithfully
Sd/-
For Manager
(PERSONNEL SERVICES)
ANDHRA PRADESH STATE ELECTRICITY BOARD

ABSTRACT


Dated: 9-5-69

K.P. Ms No. 365

1) Representation from the Secretary, Compressed Diploma Engineers Association, Vijayapuri, N.S.Dam, Dt. 18.3.69

2) From the Deputy Chief Engineer (Admn.) U.O. No. dated: 20.3.69

ORDER

In his representation, first read above the Secretary Compressed Diploma Engineers' Association has requested that 50% of the service put in by the Supervisors (Licenciates) prior to acquiring B.E. or A.M.I.E. qualification may be counted for purpose of seniority and promotion as Assistant Engineers.

The Andhra Pradesh State Electricity Board after careful consideration directs that the Supervisors (Licenciates) who acquired B.E. or A.M.I.E. qualification be given two increments in their own scale from the date of acquiring the said qualification. They may also be allowed to count 50% of their continuous service (both temporary and permanent) as Supervisors, prior to acquisition of B.E. or A.M.I.E. qualification, subject to a maximum of 4 years for seniority among Junior Engineers for purpose of promotion as Assistant Engineers. This would not however disqualify such of those Supervisors who are otherwise eligible for promotion as Assistant Engineers form promotion against the quota for supervisors.

BY ORDER AND IN THE NAME OF THE ANDHRA PRADESH STATE ELECTRICITY BOARD

Sd/-
R.M. Sastry
Secretary
All Chief Engineers

Copy to
Deputy Chief Engineer (Admn.)
Internal Audit Officer
Pay Officer
Chief Controller of Accounts
Accountant General, Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad
A.D. & F. Sections
Hyderabad